If you love samplers, and you know that we do, the Nashville market offered a plethora of new charts, whether reproduction or new
designs. Here's some of what we found ~ and a few more of the

WOW!

things

From Primitive Traditions

"Jane Baxter" has to be one of the most exquisite reproductions I've seen ~ a well-balanced sampler stitched on 40c Vintage Luna from
Lakeside Linens with Needlepoint, Inc. silk , with the inen and silk colors very harmonious, unlike some reproductions. And this one is
well priced at $12.
The "Bargello Pocket Needfuls," a checkbook cover, spectacles case, and card purse (each $12) have been designed to coordinate with an
exquisitely made tapestry tote bag ($90). The bag has a zippered closing, woven shoulder straps, is fully lined, and features several
pockets for your needfuls. Each side of the bag has a different design, one to match the checkbook cover and the other matching the
checkbook cover.
"A Cheerful Mind" ($14), an extract sampler with a wonderful verse, in its framed version has the addition of a simple vine border and a
classic twin bird motif; in its smaller size it was included in the "Abigail Colby's Work Basket" chartpack and mounted on the underside
of the lid. I think you would agree that it really deserves its own place in the spotlight rather than on the inside of a lid.
"With Joy We Greet You" ($12) is a reproduction of a Victorian motto sampler circa 1878, stitched in Belle Soie on 18c khaki Davos. The
antique had this information written on the back: "This sampler made by Sarah Prior in the year 1878. The pattern a gift from Milton D.
Millikin before their marriage."

From Lizzie Kate

Samplers were so prolific in Nashville, even a new sampler style that's quite a different look for her, Lizzie Kate: "ABC Lessons" ($32
) with its encouraging words in these tough times. ~ the chartpack includes all the Crescent Colours hand-dyed cotton threads. We
loved this new look from Linda!

From Sampler Cove
Walking into European Cross Stitch 's huge suite with its awesome sampler display was definitely one of the

WOW moments at the

show. I took photographs of many and will show you some favorites of earlier designs below ~ but NEW from Diane Jourdan were two
absolutely exquisite designs: "Sirin Jaidee" ($15) and "Tuscan Rose" ($17).

The beautiful casket, "Part 5 - Rhapsody in Red," is still waiting for finalization on the finishing instructions ~ but until its arrival I'm
sure that we all have plenty to keep us busy. We did get to see, however, Part 2 of "Rhapsody in Red" ($28). This set is, in a word,
breathtaking! In the needlebook below you can see peeking out the charming threadwinders that are stitched! And, of course, its
beautiful accompanying biscornu.

Here are just a few more from the roomful of exquisite samplers on display in European Cross Stitch 's suite:
"Alphabetissimo" ($21) by Papillon Creations ~ and "Tyler's Lion " ($30), the newest from Long Dog Samplers

" ABC Sampler " ($26) from Jan Houtman , exquisitely presented over 1 on 25-count (?) displayed unframed on the seat of a
chair ~ and "Marquoir Amities" ($24 ) from Reflets de Soie

"Scheherazade" ($15) by Papillon Creations , presented in four colourways in the chartpack but absolutely stunning in its framed
version that was on display

And there were more .......... I'll show you another time.

From Milady's Needle
Another

WOW

design: The "Acorn Box" is not only a VERY charming project and another box (something we just can't have too

many of!) but also a GREAT buy at $30 because it includes almost everything to finish this: the linen, the Belle Soie, AND the embossed
paper maiche box, already painted, and the lining fabric. AND on Monday, March 30, the designer, Gloria Moore, will be at The

Attic

for a 6-hour class to teach us the finishing. Pick up your kit now and have it stitched in time for the workshop and you will leave with a
completed piece. The workshop fee of $55 includes the teaching fee, all finishing materials, lunch, and Kelmscott's acorn threadkeep,
which fits in the box, and the acorn needleminder. The only thing you will have to provide is a scissors ~ and you might be lucky enough
to win one as a door prizes!

From ByGone Stitches

"Each Day" is the newest sampler from Gail Reinhardt, the same talented designer who brought us "Quaker Christmas" and "Quaker
Virtues" I'm sorry, I don't have the chart's price at my fingertips this morning ~ the charts are buried in the Nashville stuff waiting
to be displayed later this afternoon.

On display in her suite also were "Quaker Virtues" and "Quaker Christmas" ~ it was a thrill to see "Quaker Virtues" finished. It's
stunning!

We've previously shown you Tamami's beautiful rendition of "Quaker Christmas" (but it deserves repeating) stitched on 40c Vintage
Basketweave using three Belle Soie: Cranberry, Collard Greens, and Cinnamon Stick. Isn't it magnificent?

That's all that time allows for today. At this rate I'll be bringing you Nashville News Parts 3, 4, 5 and .... till NEXT Nashville. I'll try to
be more succinct. There are SO MANY more wonderful things to show you.
Remember, Market Day is tomorrow, starting at 9 AM for Attic Addicts for their hour of shopping before our usual opening time of 10
AM.
And Sunday we'll be having Sampler Sunday, 1 PM till 4 PM ~ and we'll be set up in the regular part of the shop since the classroom
tables will be filled with Nashville goodies ~ unless everyone buys it all tomorrow! Please call to register for Sampler Sunday if you plan
to join us. Several of the regular attendees have offered to bring the refreshments, and they had to twist my arm to say YES!
I'm glad it's been a busy week for me, with brother Jer and sister-in-law Nancy visiting from Wisconsin ~ and getting ready for our
Nashville show tomorrow ~ so the very sad news that the greatest player the NFL has seen played his last game hasn't really hit me
yet. The NFL will surely miss this legendary player, their future Hall of Famer ~ but not nearly as much as I will. Watching football
won't ever be the same for me. Thanks for the memories, No. 4!

Back with more Nasvhille goodies in a few days.
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